
 

NGC - Luigi Mansion [JPN] ISO is a complete Japanese-Hack of the first Mario game for Nintendo's N64. This hack is very well known for its interesting and nonlinear gameplay, as it plays similarly to an adventure game as opposed to a traditional platformer. It also features heavily-modified graphics, sound effects and music - all designed by the hack's creator! The world of Mario 64 has been
corrupted by an unspeakable evil: The Dark Moon! Now, after collecting enough Power Stars and defeating Bowser...Luigi must enter the dreaded mansion and reclaim the 8 pieces of our shattered...Dark Moon? Why yes, we've come this far; we might as well finish what we started. The world of Mario 64 has been broken into pieces by an unknown evil force! Our hero, Luigi, must collect the pieces
of the Dark Moon that have scattered across the mansions...and other places. Along with these drastic changes to the storyline comes a ton of new enemies, bosses and even obstacles for Luigi to overcome. Some old foes have also returned for their final battle(s). If you haven't heard about NGC - Luigi Mansion yet, you will after playing it!

This game is no longer available at Unisys due to unknown reasons. It has been replaced by a new download called NGC - Luigi's Mansion DX. This patch does not change any of the graphics or music. 

1. Press Ctrl + F to open the Find feature, then type in "NGC - Luigi Mansion". 2. Select the file that will be installed by using left mouse button and drag it into the game directory.

Version 1.02 (JPN): -Fixed an error that caused the game to freeze when entering the mansion; -Fixed an error in which Luigi's voice would not play; -Fixed some other minor errors when playing the game; -Added a few changes when entering specific areas (e.g. the Ghost House); -Changed the color of Luigi's hat when he gets stunned; -Changed the "Press Start" message to say, "Press B" instead.
Version 1.01 (JPN): -Fixed an error that caused the game to freeze when entering the second floor of the mansion; -Fixed an error in which Luigi's voice would not play; -Fixed some other minor errors when playing the game; 
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